Advanced Testing, Evaluation and Cyber Training

ManTech Commercial Services (MCS) and our highly-skilled experts are equipped to provide collaborative solutions to critical cyber challenges. Our innovative approach increases efficiency and lowers costs while incorporating business processes and tools within ManTech’s architecture methodology.

ManTech’s ACRE™ is a unique physical and virtualized cyber range that brings best-in-class cyber defense expertise to a new generation of professionals. Existing system and network infrastructures can be replicated on ACRE, and then activated with realistic collaborative solutions for traffic, users, and malware including compliance and log retention, security information and event management, security operations center supplementation or replacement, risk reduction, insider threat, information assurance, cyber range customization and hands-on cyber training.

The ReadyRange™ subscription-based Lab as a service allows access to an ACRE-hosted environment where users can easily build their own virtual networks and run their own cyber ranges.

**ReadyRange:**

- Lab as a service
- Cyber Range service delivery
- Safe and legal place to set off malware
- Cyber services platform for testing, training, and exercises
- ReadyRange Express automated range customization and delivery
- Persistent access and rapid environment reset
- Realistic IT environments and professional development
- Development test lab enables unlimited testing or experimentation and “proofs of concepts”
- Tiered subscription service

**Workforce Development:**

- “Train as You Fight” professional development services
- Scalable, repeatable, packaged Cyber Exercises
- CompTIA CEUs available upon completion
- Hands-on and realistic
- Real-time cyber defense training
- Live-fire exercises
- Simulating “a bad day at work”
- Test incident response knowledge/decisions
- Practice and improve Enterprise Cyber Security effectiveness, risk, contingency of operations
- Evaluate mitigated risk strategies
- Identify risks, assess current risk strategy, business impact, and sizing/cost of risk
- Custom-developed exercises available upon request

**LEARN MORE**

Visit our website at ManTech.com/capabilities/cyber or email: ACREMT@mantech.com